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How we will find life
outside of our planet
…...if it exists!
Dr. DeEtta Andersen
Center Point Urbana High School
Center Point, Iowa
dandersen@cpuschools.org
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Exoplanet latest news
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NGSS
This is all about
asking questions
and making
inferences from
data
I use habitability
of planets as a
guiding question
for the entire
space unit.
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What data do they use to make inferences?

Exoplanets are the focus.
Habitability has already been defined
and explored.
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How long would it take to get to these
exoplanets?
Way too long!
So we have to use data to infer.
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Look at some planets that have suns similar to
ours, water, and gases
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Trappist 1
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What can we infer about exoplanets?
We can infer information about

Planet surface composition
Planet atmosphere
Planet temperature
Planet size, mass, and speed
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What is transit data?
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Step 6. Infer the planet by looking at star light

How to detect a planet by looking at stars.
When a star dims, we
assume something
went in front of it. If
we observe the
DIMMING pattern, we
can infer the size of
the planet.
Small planet=less
dimming.
Big planet=lots of
dimming.
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James
Webb
Telescope
Testing for
temp
hardiness
Scope intro
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Hubble
Mostly collected ultra
violet waves.
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The activity
Lab sheet
Materials:
Planets of three sizes (circles of styrofoam/cardboard)
Sticks to hold planets
Light meter app on phone
Lamps (one per team)
Ruler
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Some comments
They need to practice getting readings
Sometimes they get strange numbers!
Could have them mount the phone on a stand to be more consistent
Downloading the apps takes a few minutes depending on wireless service
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Follow up
Extra practice on reading transits: Making inferences from data
Go to NASA exoplanet site to read about habitable exoplanets
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How long is a year for this planet?
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Which of the 3 is the biggest?
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